Directions to REX Surgery Center of Cary, LLC

From I-40 East (West Raleigh/Durham)
- Follow I-40 East to US 1 South/Hwy 64 West (Exit 293-A)
- MERGE into left lane and follow US 1 South/Hwy 64 West to Cary Parkway
- Bear RIGHT on exit ramp and follow Cary Parkway West though five traffic lights
- Turn LEFT at sixth traffic light onto Lake Pine Drive
- Turn RIGHT into Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC parking lot
- The 1505 building housing Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC will be on your right.

From I-40 West (East Raleigh, Garner, Clayton)
- Follow I-40 West to US 1 South/Hwy 64 West (Exit 293-A)
- MERGE into left lane and follow US 1 South/Hwy 64 West to Cary Parkway
- Bear RIGHT on exit ramp and follow Cary Parkway through five traffic lights
- Turn LEFT at sixth traffic light onto Lake Pine Drive
- Turn RIGHT into Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC parking lot
- The 1505 building housing Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC will be on your right.

From Sanford
- Follow US 1 North to Hwy 64 West (Exit 98-B)
- Follow Hwy 64 West, 1.6 miles to Lake Pine Drive
- Turn RIGHT; follow Lake Pine Drive approximately one mile
- Turn LEFT into Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC parking lot
- The 1505 building housing Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC will be on your right.

From Siler City
- Follow Hwy 64 East to Apex/Cary area
- Turn LEFT onto Lake Pine Drive (second traffic light beyond Hwy 55 overpass)
- Follow Lake Pine Drive approximately one mile
- Turn into Rex Surgery Center of Cary, LLC parking lot